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DE-MODERNIZATION  
AS A GLOBAL TREND  

 



PROBLEM 

•  modernity has profoundly changed the world we live in, but did not 
deliver the promised 

•  new experiences of social life that need to be voiced  
•  return of pre-modern forms of social life using modern instruments 



THESES  

•  Multiple Modernities: Modernity has common universal ends but 
different development patterns vis-à-vis human historically-lasting 
collectives  

•  Transition between different stages of Modernities’ has a risk of return 
of anonymous structures of authority pretending to be tradition  

•  Transition from industrial to information society may lead to de-
modernization in certain cultural situations  

•  Modernization strategies depend of practice of freedom: promise of 
Liberation does not lead to Liberty  



MULTIPLE MODERNITIES  
•  universalism vs cultural constellation  

•  autonomy of human subject 
•  overcoming tradition as source of legitimacy  
•  rationality as a source happiness and a danger  

•  modernization is not equal to Westernization  
•  implementing universal aims in existing collectives  

 
“Western patterns of modernity are not the only, ‘authentic’ modernities, 
though they enjoy historical precedence” (Eisenstadt, S.N. Multiple Modernities, 
in: Daedalus 129 (2000), N1, pp.1-29, p. 2-3.) 



PERIODS OF MODERNIZATION  
•  Transformative nature of Modernity: crystallized tradition – vs – 

liquidity of producing Modernity – vs – hyper-liquidity of late Modernity 
of consumers (Zygmund Baumann, In Search of Politics) 

•  Modernity as a project of human endeavors is open to construction of 
future: 
•  periods of external principles of legitimacy:  

•  religious (confessional identities) 
•  political (imperial absolutism, nationalism) 
•  socio-economic (socialism and capitalism) 

•  period of internal principle of legitimacy: information society 
identities  



MOTIVATION  
Change of values : from tradition to progress 
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PERIODS OF MODERNIZATION (2)  

•  irreversibility of modernization  
•  rationality as source of individual freedoms  
•  rationality as source of collective traumas  
•  anonymous structures of authority may pretend to be 

tradition  
•  modernity’s dialectic of system and life-world  



PERIODS OF MODERNIZATION (3)  
Normative Public – Private Dichotomy  
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PERIODS OF MODERNIZATION (4)  
Soviet Modernity 
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DE-MODERNIZATION 
 
De-Modernization between Industrial and Information Societies 
•  industrial society as a period of modernity  
•  information society as period of modernity  
•  de-modernization as a trap on the way between the two 
  



DE-MODERNIZATION (2) 

•  social structures’ response to transition from industrial 
to information society  

•  boom of institutes controlling individual without 
industrial totalitarianism  

•  pseudo-archaic and strike of the intimate structures 
(Sennet) 

•  cases of Detroit, Shanghai, Donbass or Moscow  



DE-MODERNIZATION (3) 
Post-Soviet De-Modernization 
•  great expectations from dissolution of Soviet totalitarian system  
•  reactionary political projects:  
•  post-Soviet authoritarianism : power = money 
•  new magical mentality  
•  resource economy  

•  virtual imperialism with real consequences  



RETURN OF HISTORY 

 

 

Francis Fukuyama: End of History? 

Late Soviet Intellectuals: Return of History? 



PERIODS OF MODERNIZATION (4)  
Post-Soviet Modernity 
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MODERNIZATIONS  
BETWEEN LIBERATION AND LIBERTY  

•  Modernity: promise of Liberation does not lead to Liberty 
•  Liberation and Moses myth: creating path-dependency  
•  Revolution as opening space for individual activity: ethics and politics 

of individual choice  
•  Promethean space of information society : room for new beginnings 
•  special role of personal orientation and structures supporting 

individuals in situation of forced choices  



PATH-DEPENDENCY : CONCLUSIONS 

•  Problematic Modernities in contemporary Ukraine, 
Russia and Belarus are connected with the specific path 
of their Modernization and with the dysfunction of core 
institutes promoting rationality in societies at large 

•  The point of long-term change – growth of autonomous 
groups in the public sphere that promote separation of 
public and private spheres, rational politics and 
responsive governance 

Дякую! 


